
add it up:
personal numerology

Your Destiny Number shows you how to use your natural gifts and talents,
usually in a career environment, to advance your goals.

To calculate: Using the key below, convert your full given name (or the one
you’ve used the longest/that you identify as the most) to numbers. Add all
the numbers together. If the total is a double/triple digit number, add the

digits together until you have a single digit.
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LIFE PATH NUMBER
Your Life Path Number shows your life's purpose and gives you some
direction in achieving it. Why are you here, what do you need to learn?
To calculate: Write your birth date out in numbers - for example 12 25

1986 for Christmas Day, 1986. Add each individual digit together. If the total
is a double/triple digit number, add the digits together until you have a single

digit.
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birth day number
The day of the month you were born on, no matter the year, has it's own
magic number that can provide a general insight into your being. Like a sun

sign, this is just a quick snapshot of the person being read.
To calculate: If you were born between 1st-9th of the month, that's your

BDN. Otherwise add up the digits until you have a single digit number. 
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add it up:
personal numerology

DN: originality, ambition, leadership, and independence. 
LP: strength, authority, and enterprise. To create. 

BDN: honest, active, happy. Thriving. 
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DN: cooperation, kindness, diplomacy, and an ability to work with others. 
LP: partnerships and harmony. To serve.

BDN: dreamy, romantic, restless. A good friend. 

DN: optimism, intuition, creativity, and sharing knowledge with others.
LP: travel and spirituality. To inspire.

BDN: professional, assertive, and sociable. A proponent of justice.

DN: common sense, logic, an eye for detail, and a scientific mind.
LP: hard work and tradition. To discover.

BDN: rebellious, original, wise. Yearning for change.

DN: versatility, humour, creativity, and a lust for knowledge.
LP: communication and travel. To explore.

BDN: restless, physical, youthful. Fun and friendly!

DN: compassion, nurturing, imagination, and a strong humanitarian drive.
LP: peace and sacrifice. To heal.

BDN: artistic, musical, sunny. You love love and others love you for it.

DN: intuition, spirituality, intelligence, and a meditative mind.
LP: spirituality and solitude. To divine. 

BDN: intelligent, psychic, peculiar. Dreams of far-off lands.

DN: leadership, good judgement, resilience, and political know-how.
LP: success and power. To lead.

BDN: loving, tough, and ambition. An inspiration to others.

DN: social skills, compassion, spirituality, and versatility.
LP: history and mysticism. To believe.

BDN: idealistic, hard-working, and confident. Protective. 
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